
 

Did Uber drop the ball? 

Uber is often called the front runner of ride sharing services. 
However, today, Uber's success is in doubt as their rivals in Asia, 
Europe and South America are now in full operation.  

Two years after the company started in 2011, Uber CEO Travis 
Kalanick announced  an expansion across North America and into 
Europe and Asia. He also announced their first overseas city, 
Paris, that same day. 

Kalanick chalked the early international push up to competitors 
who were copying Uber's business model. That was the beginning 
of a costly expansion effort into dozens of countries.  
 
Unfortunately, they may have jumped the gun. At home, Uber is 
performing poorly and wrestling with endless PR problems which 
have lead even top-level executives to jump ship. 

Match

1 drop the ball leader

2 front runner make a mistake

3 chalked ____ up to said ____ was because of

4 jumped the gun struggling with

5 wrestling with moved too soon

6 jump ship quit a team or company

Reword

1 I made a big mistake last week. I forgot an important meeting.

2 She's struggling with a decision to stay at this company or join a new company.

3 Let's hope she doesn't quit. 

4 He said his boss' bad mood was because of losing a golf game over the weekend.

5 Our company is currently a world leader in beverage production. 

6 Maybe asking for a raise in the first month was a bad idea. I might have moved too soon. 
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Did Uber drop the ball? 

Uber is often called the front runner of ride sharing services. 
However, today, Uber's success is in doubt as their rivals in Asia, 
Europe and South America are now in full operation.  

Two years after the company started in 2011, Uber CEO Travis 
Kalanick announced  an expansion across North America and into 
Europe and Asia. He also announced their first overseas city, 
Paris, that same day. 

Kalanick chalked the early international push up to competitors 
who were copying Uber's business model. That was the beginning 
of a costly expansion effort into dozens of countries.  
 
Unfortunately, they may have jumped the gun. At home, Uber is 
performing poorly and wrestling with endless PR problems which 
have lead even top-level executives to jump ship. 

Reword

1 I made a big mistake last week. I forgot my wife's birthday. 

2 She's struggling with a decision to stay at this company or join a new company.

3 Let's hope she doesn't quit. 

4 He said his boss' bad mood was because of losing a golf game over the weekend.

5 Our company is currently a world leader in beverage production. 

6 Maybe asking her to get married on the first date was a bad idea. I might have moved too soon. 



General Outline

Warm up 
Greeting and brief introduction for new students  
Focus is on understanding, not using idioms. 
 
Warm-up conversation: success / Uber / mistakes / quitting a job

5 - 10 min

Matching - terms 5 min

Rewording - sample sentences 5 min

Listening - challenging article 5 min

Reading - article with idioms 5 min

Rewording - article with standard language 5 min

Closing 
Brief review 
 
Assign homework  
Closing

5 min

*For private classes, help students build accurate reporting from the listening materials


